
 

Vinnaithaandi Varuvaaya Movie Download 720p 666 is a Tamil film that was released on November 26, 2010. It is a musical
love story that features an ensemble cast. The movie stars Silambarasan and Trisha Krishnan in the lead roles with Sathyaraj,
Raghuvaran, Saranya Ponvannan and Premji Amaren playing supporting characters. The film was a remake of the 2005 Telugu
hit, Swathi Muthyam, which starred Srikanth and Sneha as the lead pair. The film features a melodious score composed by
Yuvan Shankar Raja. The soundtrack was well received and has been successful. Annapoorani, the song from this movie
became popular in the USA. The movie collected a 2-year record in Tamil Nadu through its box office collection. On the acting
route, Silambarasan gained his big screen breakthrough with this film where he played a wide variety of roles ranging from a
villain to a hero which also saw him singing two songs in the movie simultaneously for the first time in his career. The story
begins with the introduction of a man named Shiva (Silambarasan). Shiva is a medical student who meets Kanaga (Trisha
Krishnan) while she is sitting in the park. He falls in love with her after seeing her but later finds out that she treats him as a
friend and does not reciprocate his feelings. In an attempt to impress her, Shiva helps Kanaga get a job at his friend’s place,
where he helps the owner of the company make huge profits through money laundering. Meanwhile, it is revealed that Kanaga
has been looking for a partner from the same community to which her parents belong, which was an arranged marriage set up by
them after their death. In order to get her to marry him, Shiva pretends to be a Brahmin. Kanaga’s relatives come to know about
this and they start looking for a Brahmin groom for Kanaga. Shiva then reveals that he is not a Brahmin and that he just wanted
to impress Kanaga. Kanaga feels betrayed and leaves him while his parents become heartbroken by this news. At the railway
station, Shiva falls from a bridge while chasing Kanaga and loses his memory after the fall. He is admitted in the hospital where
Kanaga was employed, after she realizes that he does not remember anything from his past life including her, who is the only
person who knew him before the accident at their place of work. She cares for him while he is in the hospital, but later on
makes up her mind that she wanted to spend her entire life with him. She then asks him to marry her. After that he realizes the
truth of his feelings after seeing Kanaga’s undeviating love for him, and unites with her. Vinnaithaandi Varuvaaya Movie
Download 720p 666 Before the shooting began, director Gautham Menon was searching for a heroine to play Kanaga. He had
rejected actresses such as Sneha and Trisha Krishnan previously who were not tall enough to play the role, but agreed eventually
when Trisha fit into the size requirements.
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